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Monday, September 12, 1983

Secessionists Offered
By Steve Shoup
~nd Eric Maddy

ment. Hathorne said he understood
that there is a movement in the
ASUNM Senate to override SerraAn ''olive branch" has been no's veto.
offered by the Associated Students
Castillo said he had "positive inof New Mexico to the student gov- formation" that the Senate would
ernments at the University of New consider overriding the veto. "If
Mexico and the University of Albu- they meet us halfway, we' II be more
querque, the director of ASNM said than happy to accommodate them,''
Saturday.
Castillo said.
Speaking at a press conference in
''We have to have an equal orgaHobbs, David Castillo, ASNM pres- nization with equal members," said
ident and student body president of Eastern New Mexico University
Western New Mexico University, Student Body President Ed Johnson.
said, "We want them back. We "We want to send a clear message to
need them back. But we're not going UNM - that we want them back
to beg them.''
in."
Associated Students of the UniSerrano, who ran against Castillo
versity of New Mexico President for the ASNM director's post,
Dan Serrano vetoed an appropria- claimed that Castillo had a "conflict
tion bill from the ASUNM Senate on of interest situation" by serving as
June 27 that would have appropri- ASNM director and as a voting stuated $100 for dues for ASNM. Ser- dent member on the state Board of
rano's veto effectively withdrew Educational Finance.
ASUNM from ASNM, although no
Castillo said he had spoken with
formal withdrawal has been re- some of the BEF members and none
ceived.
had mentioned any conflict of inCastillo said the group was con- terest. Castillo added that he felt his
sidering a change in its constitution position was "an advantage to stuto allow "a senator, a vice president dent interests" and that he had been
or a committee chairman" to repre- appointed to the BEF Planning
sent a student government as a vot- Committee.
ing member. Currently, only student
Nelson Tydings, BEF chairman,
body presidents arc allowed to serve said Sunday that committee ''is one
as president.
of the most important services the
Todd Hathorne, ASNM associate BEF provides." The planning comdirector and student body president mittee works with the BEF staff in
at New Mexico Junior College .in formulating long range goals for the
Hobbs, said the change was neces- board.
sary because of "headstrong presi''The statute sets a rotation as far
dents" who do not represent the as who will serve. This year it was
feelings of an entire student govern- Western's turn. There is no excep-

~Pre-Law

Night' Slated

By Keith Gould
The University ofNcw Mexico Law School will hold its
annual "pre-law Jiight" from 7-9
tonight in the north ballroom of
the New Mexico Union.
"Pre-law night is an orientation program designed for students who are seriously considering law school," said Peter
Winograd, associate dean of the
school.
Winograd, who has previously
managed the Law School Admission Test (LSAT) and the Law

School Data Assembly Service
(LSD AS), will discuss the
LSDAS and how it applies to Jaw
schools in general.
.
Frederick M. Hart, law school
professor, will discuss the
LSAT, its content and methods
of preparing for it.
Helene Simson, associate professor of law and a member of the
school's admission committee,
will discuss application procedures.
AU interested students are invited to attend and free refreshments will be served.

~Branch'

tion as to who will serve as far as I
know," Tydings said. ''I see no
reason for any conflict, and I see no
conflict, The two (organizations) arc
separate and apart. "
The voting student position on the
BEF was established by the state
Legislature and became law March
15. New Mexico Institute of Mining
and Technology Student Body President James Senterfit also serves on
the BEF, but in a non-voting
capacity,
Despite losing the resources of the
ASUNM Lobby Committee, which
had funded all of ASNM' s lobby
effort last year, Castillo said the
ASNM ''has adjusted very well and
very quickly to the secession (of
UNM and UA)."
ENMU Student Body President
Johnson said ASUNM's leaving the
organization "opened ASNM's
eyes that we have been depending
too much on UNM.
"In the past, UNM's lobbying for
Sieve Shoup
ASNM has worked perfectly be- Associated Students of New Mexico Director David Castillo
cause they could usc their resources
and our name and numbers in Santa (left) makes his statement to open a press conference Saturday in Hobbs. Associate Director Todd Hathorne looks on.
Fe."
.
To alleviate financial dependence
on any one school, ASNM approved with more than 5,000 students pay 4 ram this year."
ASNM is also attempting to ina new dues structure which calls for cents for full-time enrolled students.
a $200 assessment per member Those schools with less than 5,000 crease its income by recruiting nonmember schools from around the
school for a "legislative assistance students pay 2 cents per FTE.
"We presently have instituted a state, including UNM's branches.
program.'' The money raised by this
levy will be used to cover expenses new funding fornn,lla to ensure the "We arc actively recruiting twoindependence of ASNM," said year schools, technLc:;;~l-vocational
for .the ASNM lobbying effort.
ASNM also approve<l a J-cent fee Johnson, who is .also the treasurer of schools and private schools,'' Casper part-time student. Both of these the organization ... We have done tillo said ... We want more imput
changes were added to the current this to ·ensure that we will have an from around the state. Our strength
continued on page 6
dues structure, in which schools effective governmental affairs prog-

U.S.-Soviet Outlook Discussed
By Steve Shoup
The United States and the Soviet
Union must recognize they face the
common enemy of nuclear annihilation, said the associate director of
the Center for Defense Information.
In speech Saturday at a nuclear
freeze convention in Santa Fe, retired Maj. Gen. William Fairbourn
said the United States has increasingly sought military solutions
to international problems, rather
than economic or political solutions.
'• America opted for being stron-

gcr rather than being smarter, using
bombs rather tfian brains to meet the
challenges of a changing world and a
competitive ideology,'' Fairboum
said.
"Russophobia" and "national
panic" at the Soviet Union's
domination of Eastern Europe at the
end of World War Uled American
policy makers to believe the Soviets
were a greater threat than Nazi Germany, Fairbourn said. Important
national goals were subordinated to
defend against this threat.
"Rather than expanding upon the

Group To Sponsor Rally,
Voice Cutback _Reaction
the University of New Mexico
Faculty Representation Association
will be sponsoring a rally at II :30
a.nt. today on the mall .in front of
Popejoy Hall.
The rally's theme is "Viva Edua-

INSIDE
KICK tHE HABIT:
See Page.S

LES BALLEtS:
See Page 9

'LOBOS BURIED':
See Page 10

tion'' and is being held ''to express
our sentiments about the cutbacks in
education to all segments of the University community,'' said Jane
Slaughter, assistant professor of'his·
tory and FRA president.
"Our intention is to use this rally
as a springboard to unite aU UNM
factions, including the Associated
Students of the University of New
Mexico, the Graduate Students
Association, and the labor unions on
campus in preparation. for the
Legislature in Santa Fe,'' Slaughter
said.
Speakers at the rally will include
state Reps. Tom Rutherford and
Judith Pratt, city and county officials, and representatives of the un•
ions on campus as well as other campus organizatiol)s, said Slaughter.

M•j. Gen. William FaitbtJutn ...

compassion, statesmanship and enlightened self-interest of programs
like the Marshall Plan, we became
obsessed with arming ourselves to
meet the Communist threat,'' Fairbourn said.
Fairbourn spoke on how the
Soviets might. view the United States
as the nation that has always been
first to build new weapons systems,
refused to ratify the SALT II treaty
already accepted by the Soviets, refused to renounce first use of nuclear
weapons, and stated that it considers
limited nuclear war winable and
feasible.
Far from wanting world domination, the Soviet Union wants to remain an equal power with the United
States, maintain control of its "buffer zone" in Eastern Europe, displace Western influence in the Third
World, and restrain Chinese Communist influence, Fairboum said.
The United States and the Soviet
Union will continue to compete,
Fairbourn said, but both countries
must recognize this competition is
not worth nuclear annihilation.
The recent destruction of Korean
Air Lines flight 007 by Soviet fight·
ers has dainagcd the possibility of
nuclear weapons reductions, Fairbourn said Friday at an Albuquerque
news conference.
·'We feel the freeze campaign has
suffered a very serious and immcdi·
ate setback," he said. The freeze
movement will recover, he said, and
U.S.-Soviet relations may benefit in
the long run by tighter treaty Verification procedures.
He said he does expect funding
for the MX missile will be approved.
•'The MX just does not make
strategic sense,'' Fairboum said. He
said he has opposed the MX for ab~
out five. years because it will
"waste" $4.5 billion.
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Wire Report
Moslems Launch New Attack
BElRUT, Lebanon -Moslem
gunmen launched new 11rti!Jery
attacks on Marine posts Sunday
night and strafed Lebanese army un·
its with machincgun-firc from Shiite
strongholds in the capital, the government reported.
No Marine casualties were reported.
The barrage of one round every
five minutes was the first in three
days on Marine positions at Beirut
Airport, and forced them into their
highest state of alert for several
hours, said Marine Warrant Officer
Charles Rowe.
Four Marines have been killed
and 25 wounded in two weeks of
warfare between the army, progovernment Christian forces 11nd the
Druze who demand a greater role in
the Christian-led government of
President Amin Gemaycl.
The radio reported the attacks
were launched from Druze Moslem
areas of the Shouf mountains south
and cast of Beirut.
U.S. and British fighter jets re·
turned to the skies to spot the positions. of possible attacking artillery.
The Druzc remained locked in
combat with the army in the Shouf
only 7 miles from Beirut and did not
link forces with their Shiite allies in
the city itself.
Druze warlord Walid Jumblatt
said in an interview on ABC's "This
Week with David Brinkley" he
hopes his militia can encircle Beirut
after which he would agree to end
hostilities and force Gemayel lO
negotiate,
''President Gcmaycl is also trying
to achieve a peaceful solution with
the barrel of a gun, so I have to
fight," Jumblatt said.
He denied the Druzc were intcn-

tionnlly firing on Anwrican posi- tired after brutal att11cks by Syrianbacked forces.
tions.
"The Lebanese army is sitting
One of the three evening attacks
side-by-side with the Marines," he Saturday was a silent assault in
said. "How do I know who is firing which one Lebanese army company
on me. I have to defend myself."
was decimated in hand-to-hand
The radio also reported Gemaycl combat with hatchet-wielding
will not compromise his demand for, attackers, the sources said.
the army to take control of the
Of 90 men, 14 died, 20 were
Shouf, that a cease-fire be implemented and that any compromise wounded and 28 were missing. The
pc discussed at a national reconcila· company commander was dismembered with a hatchet, the sources
tion meeting.
said,
Tbe struggle for Souk al Gharb,
The sources said tbe army retook
only 7 miles from Beirut, was described as a. major battle by Western the position in close combat and of
military sources, who warned that the three bodies identified two were
the Lebanese army was holding but Palestinian and one was Syrian.

Prices Up, Inflation Zero
WASHlNGTON - Wholesale prices kept moving gradually upwnrd a
modest OA percent in A\lgust, b\11 the business inflation rate for 1983 so far
still was a remarkable zero percent, the Labor Department said Friday.
Drought-related hikes for poultry, eggs, pork and vegetables made the
August increase in the government's Producer Price Index the second highest
of the year, which had begun with a l.l percent decline in January.
A separate measure of raw materials prices, at the beginning of the nation's
supply line, shot up 2. I percent, the most since August 1980, which was
another period of widespread drought.
Business equipment prices, from industrial ovens to printing presses,
jumped 0,7 percent, the most since November 1981.
But many other categories of prices, from tobacco to fuel, stayed closer to
level for the month, canceling much of the effect of those increases.
The business inflation rate for the first eight months of the year was zero,
government analysts said, because the price index was no higher than it was
at the end of 1981.
The trend is gently upward, however. Through July the business inflation
rate had been running at a minus 0.7 percent. January's record decline has
helped to offset all the increases through August.
According to revised figures issued Friday, April's rate was zero, May's
was up 0.3 percent, June's 0.5 percent and July's 0.1 percent.
Many analysts arc predicting the eventual .1983 inflation rate will be in the
neighborhood of 1.4 percent, which still would be lowest since 1964's 0.5
percent rise. Last year the Producer Price Index went up 3.7 percent.
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3920 Central S.E.
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$1.50 off any 16" pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires 9~20-83

$. 75 off any size pizza.

Fast, Free Delivery
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Fast, Free Delivery
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ASUHM Popular Entertainment Committee
and 94 Rock Present

CONSTELLATION
THE LASERLIGHT

ROCK CONCERT
Featuring The Who, The Police,
Pink Floyd, The Rolling Stones,
Men at Work, and Many More.

This Friday Night, Sept. 16 8:00 to 10:00
Woodward Hall Rln. 101
Tickets $3 for students, $5 for general public at the SUB Box Office
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FREE French Fries .oooZII

with thi$ c;oupon and the Purchase OA.,I
of a Hamburger ($1.30 or more) ~:::»·

Pope Praises Austria's

a

Refugee Freedom Aids

· .I
go

.55¢ savings

0

with coupon thwu 9-18-83
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Frontier Restaurant
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VJENNA, Austria- Pope John Paul II celebrated mass before
300,000 raindrcnched people on the banks of the Danube River Sunday and warned a group of diplomats that the world could be entering a

..............................................................

upre-war stage."

E~i
o

Breakfast Burrito

John Paul, in thanking Austria for repeatedly open[ng its borders to
political refugees, also issued a clear criticism ofthe lack of freedom in
the Soviet bloc.
Despite strict security laid on for the visit, a 29-year-old Portuguese
man whom police described as "sick'' lunged at the pope and came
within 2 yards of him at the end of a service at a Vienna stadium
Saturday night.
The man, who said he wanted the pope''s touch to heal an ailment,
was detained overnight and released Sunday.
After the riverside mass at Vienna's Donau Park, John Paul addressed President Rudolf Kirchschlaeger and other Austrian leaders in the
Throne Room of the Hapsburg imperial palace.
The pope praised Austria for ''the willingness of a nation to open its
bounderies to people from other countries who are deprived of the
freedom of religion, the freedom of speech, and respect for human
dignity."
ln the last three decades Austria has welcomed hundreds of
thousands of refugees from Hungary, Czechoslovakia, the pope's
native Poland and other eastern European countries.
.
The four-day visit, the first by a pope to Vienna in 201 years,
coincided with festivities marking the 300th anniversary of the bloody
liberation of the city from the massive Turkish siege of 1683.
At the mass Sunday moming and in the address to the politicians at
the palace, the pope plunged into Austria's most divisive church-state·
issue by strongly condemning abo.rtion.
In his homily at the mass, the po)le u1·ged Austrians to .fight ''the evil
of abortion.'' Later, in an apparent reference to the country's liberal
abortion law, he told the politicians laws must respect "human life in
all its phases."
.
The pontiff met Austria's diplomatic corps, telling them the "clamor for peace is growing ever louder in the hearts of men'' and warne,d
that the world appeared to be in ''transition from the post-war to a new
pre-war stage."
At the mass Sunday morning, worshippers including thousands ·
from neighboring communist countries stood for more than three hours
under a constant downpour.
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Plane Debris
. Discovered
'

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers

.

United Press International

Japanese searchers Sunday found
the "first definite" personal belongings of any of the 269 people who
perished aboard Korean Air Lines
Flight 007 after it was shot down
over the north Pacific by a Soviet
air-to-air missile.
A second corpse and two bits of
flesh believed from the tragedy also
were discovered, 10 days after the
Soviets downed the KAL Boeing
747 in the pre-dawn hours near
Soviet-held Sakhalin Island.
Police said the waterproof identification card of Mary Jane Hendrie,
25, of Ottawa, was picked \lp on the
shore of Omu, a small fishing town
in northern Hokkaido island.
"This is the firstdcfinite personal
effect we have so far recovered." a
regional police spokesman in Hokkaido said.
Japanese police said Hendrie's
identification card had "Certificate
of Canadian Citizenship" printed on
the back. Hendrie was among 10
Canadians on the KAL flight.
Police also said the decapitated
and limbless corpse of a Caucasian
woman was found drifting near

Need for Better
Communication·
SANTA FE- A group backing a
nuclear weapons freeze said the re·
tent shooting of the Korean jetliner
shows that the superpowers need to
":o.rk harder to prevent the "possi·
b1hty of nuclear war by accident.' •
New Mexicans for a Bililleral
Nuclear Weapons Freeze which
held its state convention dJring the
weekend, released a statement Sunday saying none of the nuclear
~capons systems being co.nsidcrcd
Ill Congress would have averted the
shooting of the plane,
"hidced, the tragedy Is a logical
outgrowth of the mistrust between
~~c SUP,erpowcrs," the group said.
It pom!s ~ut the need fo1· better

;

--

-

-

~·· ~

Abashiri in northern Hokkaido. An
unidentified child's torso, also believed to be from the Korean jet, was
found late Thursday.
Police said a piece of human flesh
also was recovered near where the
identification card was found and a
thigh was washed ashore about 56
miles from where the woman's body
was found,
Nearly 900 policemen searching
the northern shores of Hokkaido
Saturday found 198 pieces of the
plane, including fragments of the
tail and auxiliary wings, and part of a
plastic seat back with the words
"fasten scat belt" and "life vest
under" in English and Korean.
President Reagan proclaimed
Sunday a national day of mourning
for the plane's victims and a memorial service was being held in
Washington for Rep .. Larry McDonald, D-Ga., one of 61 Americans
killed in the incident.
European airline pilots launch a
60-day ban on flights to the Soviet
Union on Monday. The \Jan by Britain, France, Italy, Spain, Sweden,
Norway, Denmark, Finland and the
Netherlands will reportedly halt
more than 40 flights a week.
In Washington, the State Depart·
ment said closer study of radio transmissions of Soviet airmen indicated
warning shots may have beerl fired
at the Korean jet, as maintained by
the Soviets.
But the State Department added
that the plane, in conversation with
Japanese air controllers more than
two minutes after the warnings were
reportedly fired, "gave no .indicalion it was aware of Sovict;lircraft in
the vicinity,••
The Washington Post reported
that U.S. airline pilots using navigationa! equipment identical to that on
the Korean jet have found themselves off course at least 21 times in
the last five years.
The story cited reports filed with
the National Acroh:lutics and Space
Administration on problems when
using. inertial navigation system.
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Help us adopt a baby tiger from
the Rio Grande Zoo.
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Participants Needed for Study

---Editorial--The Associated Students of New Mexico senate has announced a
deficit of $91,061. More startling, however, is the continuing evasiveness with which they are handling the matter.
Although President Pro Tempore Ron Pacheco had the courage to
accept blame- albeit behind the relative security of the collective
"we"- ASUNM President Dan Serr<;~no continues to blame the previous student administration- of which he was vice president.
A step in the right direction has been made with the proposal of a
commission to revise the financial code and make recommendations
on the deficit. But the real test will be whether the commission proves
to be a diversionary tactic to quell student indignation or a sincere
effort to halt mismanagement of state funds.
Part of that sincere effort would be publicizing the specific origins
of the deficit. It is the worst kind of political favoritism to hide from
general scrutiny those guilty of mismanaging public funds.
If it is true that the blame rests with the past administration,
shouldn't students be made aware that those same incompetents
may be playing Russian roulette with their concerns in a big way- in
the national Associated Students of America organization. After all,
ex-President Michael Gallegos is now ASA president, .and he took
many of last year's administrators with him to the top.
ASUNM officials should realize the students' faith in them has been
shaken, and it will take more than vague disapprobation of past
administrators to secure their confidence. It's time to blow the whistle, which could be scary if it's your political cronies who are being
censured.

By C.D. Brunt

BLOOM COUNTY

r--------,

Editor:
Is the U.S.S.R. the winner?
Daily reports reach Americans of high-level meetings and worldwide demonstrations, of accusations and denials, but what is lacking here?
Action! That's what.
We will probably never see any more done about Korean Air Lines
Flight 007 than that mentioned above. After some time has passed
business will go on as always; Pipeline, Afghanistan, Poland's trade
union, barbed wire around East Germany .•. on and on and on.
This is why I ask, "Is the U.S.S.R. the winner?"
Gregory M. Gore

International Week Merits More;
Funds, Student Interest Lacking
Editor:
It was a delight to see the International Center open its doors to ali
students for a week of activities. In a city starving for anything that
may even resemble an international awareness or concern Casey
Toussaint's efforts to create such a successful exhibit were more than
welcomed by ali those who have already given up their hopes and
expectations.
Having been personaily involved with the center for a while, l can
appreciate and applaud even more the work which Casey and the
whole staff put into the program in spite of little funding and a lack of
interest on the part of the general student body at UNM.
It was extremely disappointing to see that such lack of interest is
perpetuated even when excellent opportunities are offered to everyone to broaden their knowledge about the world. The little participation on the part of the students during this past week is regrettable
and a strongly negative comment on their desire to learn about other
cultures and other people.
Joana McNamara

N£.WMtXk:o-------------
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by Don Bruckner

MOOSE
MEET GOVERNOR

WHA-

TONEY AIIAYA - A MAN
P05SE5S E:D.
.
A MAN NOT rn,,.,.,-.,.,-1
51 1'1\f'J.Y TO BE'
GOVERNOR-

o

0

0
0

5O, GQV£RNOR.
WILL IT
B£ THE

MOHAWI( FoR
YO~

TOVAY?

\
Alcxandrin Kins

Heavy smokers are needed as volunteers for a study on the effects of cigarette smoke on the
body's immune system.
By Donna Jones
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Sianca Deserves To Be Heard
When right-wingers encounter real-world complexities, their
paranoia sometimes takes on a
fitful, even incredible, dimension. It's called" Jane Fonda Syndrome."
Washington's latest case of
this malady, first diagnosed during the Vietnam War, focuses on
Bianca Jagger. For years now,
the divorced wife of the famous
Rolling Stone has championed
the cause of poor people in Central America, including those in
her native Nicaragua. In the eyes
of Reaganite Washington,
however, her advocacy has
made Bianca a threat to national
security- a scapegoat, like
Jane Fonda, for America's latest
misguided conflict.
Bianca, 33 years old (she says)
and a Nicaraguan citizen, stands
accused of lobbying Congress
on behalf of the Sandinistas and
using her glamor-girl status to
foml'lQ_t trouble for Reagan poli·
cies B'l!lth here and there. A pair
of administration supporters,
columnist Rowland Evans and
Robert Novak, declared that
Bianca's July meeting with two
staffers had "confirmed" the leftward shift of a once-bipartisan
House Intelligence Committee.
Jagger conceded that, yes,
she'd called on the Intelligence
Committee staffers (bearing evidence, she said, of Honduran

military action against a Nicaraguan town only days before). In
fact, she admitted, '"I've been
visiting Congress for about three
years," as many who've seen her
at past hearings can attest.
Jagger, however, poohpoohed the notion that she supports, let alone lobbies on behalf
of, the Sandinistas. As proof, she
cited her published criticisms of
Nicaragua's political and press
restrictions and added that her
family has fled the country within the last five months.

Between The Lines
Maxwell Glen &
Cody Shearer.
"I sometimes have difficulty
making myself understood (in
the United States)," Jagger said,
"because what I am trying to do
is not to advocate that the Sandinistas have such a great government, but that the Reagan administration's actions in Central
America are not the most mature
way of looking at the
situation •.. I'm trying to advo•
cate negotiations. Otherwise,
we're going to have major bloodshed.
"I si'Jeak as a Nicaraguan," she
added, insisting that her interests are non-partisan. So why
all the indignation over the

energetic, educational efforts of
a woman who has witnessed the
plight of innocent civilians?
Conservative envy, for one. As
William Safire asked, "Where are
their counterparts?" referring to
both Jagger and lisa Fitzgera Jd,
an outspoken American nun who
has spent much of the last two
years helping war-ravaged civilians near Nicaragua's border
with Honduras. He rightly cites a
dearth of conservative female
celebrities speaking out on Central American matters.
More importantly, however,
anti-Jagger hysteria reflects the
same paranoia that prompts the
White House to send at least six
warships on ambiguous patrol
off Nicaragua's coast, to seek a
reportedly major expansion in
CIA·managed guerrilla activities
against Nicaragua, and to maintain plans for a joint U.S.Honduran military exercise involving 5,000 American troops.
Bianca Jagger simply has a
perspective to share, one rooted
in firsthand experience in a region that most Americans dare
not visit. If Henry Kissinger, who
makes no mention of El Salvador, Nicaragua or Central America in his memoirs, can chair a
presidential commission on the
region, then Jagger deserves at
least to speak.

You smoke too much or know
someone who does. You would quit,
but what's the use- the damage is
done, your body will never be the
same,
The picture may not be so bleak.
The University of New Mexico
School of Medicine wants heavy
smokers (at least a pack a day) who
sincerely want to quit smoking to
participate in a study to see how the
immune system responds when they
kick the habit, said spokeswoman
Renee Dawson.
Dawson, a research technologist,
said Dr. Arthur Bankhurst, ~hief of
rheumatology, will conduct the
study of at least 20 smokers to see if

he can give smokers a positive higher percentage of killing abnorreason to quit.
mal or cancerous cells tban smokers'
"We hope the. results of the study cells, she said.
will show that if smokers quit, their
The study will continue for three
immune systems may recover,'' she months, Dawson said, or until the
said.
participant's natural killer cell activResearchers have observed that ity increases.
some smokers have decreased cell
Volunteers will have a small samactivity, especially of those cells ple of blood drawn twice while they
which fight infection as part of the are still smoking to establish a basebody's immune system. These "kil- line for cell activity, After they quit,
ler" cells, a sub-group of white they will provide samples of blood
blood cells, arc part of a monitoring about every three weeks, she said.
system that seeks out and destroys
The project will offer weekly
abnormal cells formed in the normal noon meetings with smoking cessahuman body, Dawson said.
tion workshops and educational
Natural killer cells decrease their programs.
activity in cancer patients. LaboraTo participate in the study, call
tory experiments seem to show non- Anita Follins, 277J5768 or Banksmokers' natural killer cells have a hurst's office, 277-4761.

University of New Mexico engineering student Don Hush
attended a news conference
featuring U, S. Sen, Pete Db me"
nici and executives from GTE
Network Systems Wednesday at
UNM's Ferris Engineering Center, When the conference was
over, he was $5,000 richer.
"l'm honored to have been
selected," said Hush, after receiving a $5,000 fellowship from
GTE. "I know there are a lot of
people around here who are probably as qualified and deserving of
it.''
Hush is working toward a doctoral degree in engineering, and
was one of two Ph.D. candidates
to be chosen for the award, intended to encourage engineering
students to become teachers instead of entering private industry.
Karen Jefferson Melgaard,
another engineering student interested in the teaching profession, also received a GTE fellowship.
Hush, 25, is new to the University. After receiving his master's degree in engineering from
Kansas State University last
May, he moved to Albuquerque
to earn a doctorate.
With the added income, Hush
is. much closer to achieving his
goal.
''Let's put it this way," said
Hush. "If l didn't get that fellowship, my appointment in the
department would entail more
teaching responsibility. That
would take up a lot more of my
time, and I couldn't take as many
classes, or do as much research.
"It would mean that I would
not be abJe to earn my doct~rate

as soon as I had planned, The
grant allows me to cut the time
needed to graduate by at least
half," he added.
While Hush expects to graduate in May 1985, he is already
looking beyond that, to the
teaching profession. "! enjoy
teaching," he said.
"It's a challenge to go before
your stude.nts and attempt to
teach them what you know.'' He
speaks from experience, having
taught undergraduate courses for
three years at KSU.
Hush has .had to weigh the
lucrative engineering field
against the frozen wage scale of
the !~aching profession, It has not
been an easy decision.
"My values are based on enjoying what J'm doing, rather
than how much I'm getting paid
for it. As long as l'm earning
what I consider a comfortable Jiving and enjoying my work, then
the money is secondary. There
are a lot of instructors going to
industry, but I think the ones who
remain as instructors do so because they enjoy it, and not for
the money."
Although Hush is certain be
will become an instructor, he
would hke to get two or three
years of experience in industry.
"By far, the best instructors
I've had are the ones who have
had engineering experience outside the classroom. They seem to
have that extra knowledge on the
practical applications of what
they are learning."
Hush would like to sec an increase in the availability of funding for potential instructors.
"l' m very happy to see companics like GTE are starting
programs like this.
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Marijuana Selling IPays Bills'
something to pay the rent. I per~o
nally know a lot of guys in the the
same position, and if it weren't for
scJling marijuana, most of them
wouldn't evan be able to go to
school," David said.
David said he buys 4 ounces of
marijuana wholesale for $270 and
then sells quarter ounces for $25 to
both students and non-students,
earning about $130 in the transaction.
"It usually takes about a week to
get rid of a quarter pound in my spare
time, nnd the best thing about it is
that you don't have to pay taxes or
repDrt the mDney on your financial
aid form," David said. "If I were to
cam that much money at a regular
job, 1would have to work four hours

By George E. Gorospe
David (not his real numeJ is a
Vietnam veteran. a student at the
University of New Mexico and a
dnrg dcakr.
..
.
David sells maruuana to pay Ins
educational expenses and his room
and board while attending schooL
Although there arc no official sta~is
tics on the number ol students lrkc
David. he said he is sure the unemployment situntion and th~ decline
of the economy in the past lew ycar·s
has put many students in a similar
position.
.
.
"Ri)!ht nnw, all my rnwmc rs
from selling pot because my veter;m's benefit check won't he coming
until next month ;rnd I haw to do
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a day five days a week."
Despite the increasing number of
marijuana arrests in recent weeks
around the state, David minimizes
the risks of his business.
''The people who have been
busted are the ones that grow the
stuff or import it in largu quantities - they're the ones the police
arc looking to nail, I only deal in
small amounts and sell to people I
know, and besides, compared to
some of those guys, I'm just a small
fry and the Jaw reully isn't interested
in me." said David,
Although David acknowledges
that the possession and sale of marijuana is illegal, he does not sell or
advocate the sale of harder drugs
such as cocaine, PCP or heroin.
''I'm just selling marijuana because I have to do something to pay
the bills while I'm going to school.
As far as I'm concerned, pot is harmless compare<l to the harder drugs,
but more importantly, if you get
Alexandri:l. King
caught with the hard stuff, the penalty is I 0 times harsher," he said.
The green brought in from selling these leaves may be supAfter his aid checks begin to come plementing spme students' educational costs.
in, David pluns to continue to sell
marijuana to meet unexpected bills
and to provide additional money for to go out and start selling pot. For one. Then again, the times are hard,
"a few luxury items" that he would one, it would ruin my business, and and 1' m sure there are at least 300 or
not be able to afford otherwise.
just because it works for me, that 400 other students out there doing
"I don't want to tell every student doesn't mean it will work for every- the same thing," he added.
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Lindsey responded, "No, this is
He said, "We don't even know
*!~ p~n~~&~~!r~~~E~ SAVE
*
not Cuba. It is something different. who made the decision to shoot the
56 F·or
~- Two divergent opiuions concern- This event has enormous symbolic airliner down, and that is of more
**
l4:; ing the Reagan administration's re- significance. It e~poses ~e ruthless- than just pas.sing interes.t,"
.
Large, Thick Crust,
Jti sponse to what the president called ness of the Sovtet regm1e, a fact
Roeder satd the downmg may m**
Pepperoni Pizza
-~ "the Korean airline massacre" often forgotten in the West."
dicatc a shift in the power structure
*
emerged Friday during a discussion
More that 100 people gathered in of the Soviet Union.
With this Coupon .
the subject conducted by four thereadingroomonthethirdfloorof
"This event could well be are·
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"[think that. rhetoric is simply no_t
enough, and that seems to be the
iiiiiiiiiiiiifiii~fii~~iijjijiji[ifijijiiijii~~ response of the United States to this
fp
murderous attack - grand, eloThe
quent rhetoric,'' said Byron Lindscy, professor of modem and clasuniversity 0'J.r New Mexico
sica! languages during Friday's disSchool of Medicine,
cussion.
Division 0 r Dermatology
Philip Roeder, assistant professor
'J
of political science, said, "The near
is studying the
hysteria of last week was misplaced.
effectiveness of a short-term,
We should not let the human
new topical potent steroid
tragedy, and our concern about that
cream in the treatment of
tragedy,obscurethchardrealitiesof
·
national interest and international
eczema and psoriasis.
politics.'' .
Patients should be between
He said he endorsed the presithe age of 12 and 75.
dent's handling of the affair so far,
For more in/ornwtion, please caU 277-6770
"American interest in this event,
between the hours 0 1'9 a.m. and 6 p.in.
despite the human tragedy, is
'J
minimal. This is not Cuba 1962,
• FDA regulations prohibit females of child-bearing potential to
Berlin 1948 nor Middle East 1973, ''
participate in this drug study.
Roeder said.
•
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RIC hard Robb'ms, asSOCiate
professor of history, joined Lind~ey and
Roeder in discussing the implications and significance of the Soviet
destruction of Korean Air Lines
Flight 007, James Ray, chairman of
the political science department,
acted as moderator.
Robbins said, "This incident
illustrates a kind of fearfulness
which Russians have for the outside
world - I think a fearfulness that is
legitimately rooted in the historical
experience of the Russian people.
"If we look at the more recent
background tu this event, we see
there is a certain tolerance for ruthlessness characteristic of ihe Soviet
leadership.
"Soviet leaders arc still the childrenoftheStalinera.ln.ihatera,thc
Soviet Union managed to kill more
ihan 10 million of its own people. If
they can do that, why should they
blink an eye at the deaths of 269
persons?" .
.
Lindsey, who has had much firsthand experience in the U.S.S.R.,
said, "The Soviet Union, as I know
it, is armed to the teeth. Life is cheap
to the Soviet leaders. In fact, power
is their identity. To take away their
power is to take away their identity. '' He said we must meet the
Soviet challenge.
Roeder advised that a cautious
approach to this incident might be
best. ''This is a far more complex
issu~ ,than it appear~," he said.
Cttmg dtscrepanctes between the
initial Soviet and American
accounts of the downing and the
!atest a~count submitted to the Untied Nattons by the Reagan administration,. Roeder said no one really
knows for sure What happened, and
that a wait-and-see approach might
be prudent.

a

· lll
· the SOYIC
· t Umon;
·
·
thonly
m particular, a growing independence of
the military," he said.
"Apparently, Andropov depcnded upon the support of the
armed forces to maintain his position as general secretary or the party.
Part of the payoff might be, and this
is indeed speculation, greater professional autonomy for the military," Roeder said.
''This is something that may have
changed since the last confrontation
between the Soviets and the South
Koreans, in 1978, and the military
may feel a greater independence to
make decisions without going to the
Politburo," said Roeder.
ihough Western reaction to the
downing has been limited essentialIytorhetoric,Lindseysaidithashad
an impact.
''I think the fact that the Soviets
have changed their story so often,
that the explanations have gotten
bigger and bigger, is a testament to
the reaction of the West.
The discussion began with each
professor presenting his intelllreta·
tion of the significance of the airliner
downing, followed by a question
and answer period.
Robbins concluded his opening
remarks by saying, "One of the
things that has often been said is that
the Russians don't understand the
way we feel and the way we re·
spond.ItseemstomcthattheSoviet
leadership understands us very well.
"One. of the things they have
learned is ihat the attention span of
the West is very short. The indigna·
tion of the West, while very vocal, is
not very enduring.
"Very quickly, all of this will
drift from the pages of the newspap·
ers, and the West will get on with
business as usual."

Secess-ionists--continued from page 1 .
spreading the rumors) at this time,:·
will be in numbers this year."
Castillo said. ")JUt this individualts
Castillo said one reason for the very much mistaken. When the truth
news conference was "to show our comes out, this individual will be
positive attitude," Castillo said proven wrong,"
rumors had been circulating that
"ASNM was going under" but deCastillo said that ''no unified,
clined to identify the source of the uniform discussion has been made
rumors. Castillo said the tumors on lobby efforts,'' but suggested
were adversely affecting ASNM's that priorities might include in·
recruiting effort,
creased furlding for college work·
"I'd rather not say (who was study and scholarship programs.
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GET OUT OF YOUR CAMPUS SCUZZMOBILE
AND INTO A NEW CHEVROLET.
You'Ve served your time in student housing,
laundromats, libraries, fast-food restaurants and
discount stores.
Treat yourself to career luxury at student prices. Your
first fling into professional style can be with one last
student benefit from Ed Black's Chevrolet and GMAC.
General Motors is sponsoring a special Graduate
Financing Plan available at Ed Black's Chevrolet. This
new program offers 1983 college graduates and post
graduates three crucial advantages toward a new car:
CREDIT AVAILIBILITY
Establishing a good credit rating is a vital step toward
the ability to borrow money in the future. If you have
an emploYment record and no derogatory credit
history, this program will enable you to obtain a
valuable credit record.

LCNV DCNVN PAYMENT
It's important not to overburden yourself, and Ed
Black's and GMAC will work with you to outline a
payment plan comfortable for you.
SPECIAL ATIRACTIVE FINANCE RATE
Learning how financing affects your term of
commitment and monthlY payments can be good
economics. Ed Black's and GMAC will detail your
payment record so you can see exactly where your
money goes.
Ed Black's congratulates you on your achievement
and invites you to Join our list of satisfied customers.
If you are graduating between the summers of 1983
and 1984, come in to Ed Black's and test drive what
could become the first step toward your new image.

333 san Mateo SE 268·2411
Albuquerque, NM 87108
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Cowboys, Entertainers Share
Limelight at Rodeo This Year

Energetic Jazz Dance Will Open '83 Cultural Series

By Lydia Piper
What do Johnny Cash, bucking
broncos, cowboys and angry bulls
have in common? They'll all be performing nt this year's New Mexico
Stutc F:dr Rodeo.
Although some people will turn
out to sec the excitement of the rodeo
competitions, many will come to see
one of the I 5 recording stars scheduled to perform.
The entertainment at the rodeo
has become one of the fnir's biggest
attractions. This year, the number of
entertainers performing is the largest
in its history, sometimes featuring
two celebrities in one evening.
But the rodeo wasn't always like
this. In its early days, it was held
outside ncar the race track and the
only entertainment was a dance held

after tile all the bucking and roping
was over,
When Tingley Coliseum was built
in 1957, the rodeo was moved inside
and Roy Rogers was the first entertainer to perform. He entered the
coliseum on his trusty steed Trigger,
sang a few songs and left the samq,
way he came in.
These days, the entertainers rare.
Jy enter on horseback, preferring
convertible horsepower on four
wheels to that on four legs.
Despite the changes, the entertainment continues to grow, drawing larger crowds each year. And
most of the cowboys don't mind
sharing the limelight.
"Some like it and some don't,"
says Jo Ann Tucker of the St!\te Fair
news department. "Most of them
understand that because of the enter-

PRELAW NIGHT
Presented B,Y

UNM SCHOOL OF LAW
WHERE:
WHEN:
WHO:

North Ballroom, SUB
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1983
7:00-9:00 P.M.
All persons interesled in attending law
school are cordially invited.

PROGRAM
Applying to Law School:
Petef A. Winograd, Associate Dean of the University of New Mexico
School of Law and former Director of Law Programs at Educational
Testing Service (where he was responsible for management of the
Law School Admission Test (LSAT) and the Law School Data
Assesmbly Service (LSDAS).
Dean Winograd will discuss the LSD AS and applying to law schools
in general.

The Law School Admission Test:
Frederick M. Hart, Professor of Law at the University of New Mexico
School of Law, former President of the National Law School Admission Council (which sets all policies for the LSAT and LSDAS), and
for 14 years a member of the Council's Test Development and
Research Committee.
Professor Hart will discuss the Law School Admission Test, its
content, and methods of preparing for II.

Admissions at UNM:
Helene Simson, Associate Professor of Law at the University of New
Mexico School of Law and member of the school's Admission Com·
mittee.
Professor Simson will discuss application procedures at the University of New Mexico School of Law.

REFRESHMENTS SERVED

tainers, they will be performing before a larger audience, and larger
purses will be awarded because of

Da~zling, vibrant and a lot of
fun - these are just a few of the
ways the Canadian dance troupe,
Les Ballets Jazz de Montreal, could
be described.
This troupe of eight dancers will
bring its energetic jazz dance to New
Mexico for the first time Sept. 19
and 20 at 8:15p.m as part of Popejoy
Hall's Cultural series, This will be
the first event of the series, called
"The Best of Broadway."
Based in Canada and under the
direction of Genevieve Salbaing,
Lcs Ballets incorporates classical
ballet w.ith jazz datJce, receiving
standing ovations for its original
performances all over the world.
In its history, Les Ballets has had
one of its dance pieces filmed for
Canadian television, has perfom1cd
at the Montreal Oympics and was
the only Canadian company invited
to perforn1 at the Venice International Dance Festival.
The 1982-83 season started with a
tour of the capitals of South America, including Bogota, Quito, Montevidio and Buenos Aires. and also
included several U,S. cities. The
group will end the season with a tour
of Quebec.
A number of guest artists have
choreographed pieces in the company's repertoire of 25 dances, including dancerfactor Herb Wilson, a
Santa Fe native who studied ballet
locally and attended the New Mex-

I.

it.''

Tucker says the entertainers are
usually delighted to be among the
rodeo cowboys and are familiar with
their lifestyles.
Lynn Anderson, an accomplished
horse woman, asked to ride in on a
horse instead of a in convertible
when she performed a few years
ago, Tucker says.
Reba McEntire, who will be performing this year, was a barrel-horse
racer and is married to a cowboy.
Tucker says most of the entertainers sit and watch the rodeo when
they're not performing, and many of
the songs they sing are related in
some way to the rodeo and the cowActress Madalyn Smith talks to reporters while in Albuquerboys.
Each concert will be presented in . que to help raise money for the Albuquerque Civic Light
conjunction with the All-Star Opera.
Rodeo, which begins at 7:30 in
Tingley Coliseum. The concerts will
be presented during the rodeo intermission, about 8:30p.m. A revolving stage will be wheeled in and Albuquerque native Madalyn with Steve Martin and Lily Tomlin.
placed in the middle of the coliseum Smith, best remembered for her role She appeared at Graham with fellow
so everyone will have a good view, as the spoiled Pam of the box-office celebrities Richard Pau I, the mayor
Tucker says.
smash Urban Cowboy, was at Gra- from the television situation comedy
This year's entertainment sche- ham Central Station Sunday partici- Carter Cozmtrv, and Sal Viscuso,
dule is as follows:
pating in the Celebrity Auction for FatherTim ofT.V.'sSoap. ACLOA
* Roger Miller and .Michael the Albuquerue Civic Light Opera auctioned off hundred of items, inMurphy- Wednesday.
Associaton. Smith, who has just cluding art, jewelry, men's and
* Janie Fricke- Thursday.
completed a major motion picture women's wear, balloon rides, quarJohnny Cash and June Carter with Lou Gossett Jr. called Sadat, ter horse stud fees and dozens of fine
Cash- Friday,
has a:lso signed for a feature film dinners and services.
Lee Greenwood- Saturday.
* T.G. Sheppard- Sunday.
David Frizzell and Shelly
West- Sept. 19.
Ricky Skaggs - Sept. 20,
B.J. Thomas- Sept. 21.
Sylvia - Sept. 22.
George Strait- Sept. 23.
Reba .McEntire - Sept. 24.
The University of New Mexico theater arts department will offer
drama classes for middle school age childrer\ on Saturday mornings
Reserved tickets are $7 and can be
beginning Oct. I .
purchased at the State Fair Ticket
Faculty members Susan Pearson-Davis, who is also vice president
Office, Monday through Saturday,
of program of the Children's Theater Association of America, and
at the Gate 4 entrance on San Pedro
Denise Schulz are supervising the classes, partofUNM's new Theater
N.E;.
for Youth program.
General admission tickets will be
Pearson-Davis says the classes focus on developing creative im·
sold at the New Mexico State Fair
agination, self-confidence and physical and vocal skills - all qualbox offices on the day of the per·
ities which nurture intellectual and emotional growth in young people.
formancc on] y.
In examining other children's drama courses she has directed,
Pearson-Davis says many children "come to the classes feeling very
excited about theater and acting in plays. Others start out a little shy
and they want to become more outgoing. Generally, all the students
come out feeling better about themselves."
Pearson-Davis says children's theater is a relatively new field •. but
thinks the "number of children's theaters is growing."
Individual classes in the program include improvisation, theater
games, makeup, acting exercises, creative drama and story theater.
The cost for the eight sessions is $35. .
The eight-class session ends Nov. 19. Class times arc 9:30 to l f
a.m.
Parents can register their children by visiting the theater arts depart·
ment office in UNM's Fine Arts Center or by calling 277-4332 or
277-3421.

II'
I

ACLOA Holds Celebrity Auction

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

ico Military Institute.
Wilson now cnoreographs and
teaches in New York City. He has
danced in such Broadway hits as
"Fiddler on the Roof and Carrousel.

Several new works have been created for Les Ballets, including
"Hors d'oeuvre" and ''On Castle
Rock" by Judith Marcuse, "Hunger" by Benoit Lachambre, and
"Jailhouse Jam" by Daryl Gray,
with original score by Oscar
Peterson.
Dances in the troupe's repertoire
move to many musical moods, including a jazz piece by pianist
Claude Bolling and flutist Jean Pierre· RampaL Like these two
acclaimed classical musicians who
have ventured into jazz, the jazz
dancers have firm roots in classical
expression,
The fresh energy of Les Ballets
makes it a popular dance experience
for audiences of all ages. Its numerous dance pieces and costume
changes promise to make the night
interesting as well as entertaining.
Tickets are $11, $14, and $16,
with discounts to senior citizens and
students under 14 years of age, and
to UNM students, staff and faculty.
Seats can be reserved by calling the
Popejoy Hall Box Office at 2773121 or by visiting during office
hours of lO a.m. to 6 p.m., weekdays, and 12 to 6 p.m., weekends.

Philadelphia
Style
Steak
Sandwiches
and Hoagies

Art Workshops Offered
By ASUNM Crafts Area

Drama Classes Offered
For Interested Children

By Maureen Cummings
Feather combing, basketry and
pottery wheel throwing arc just
three of many crafts skillfully and
inexpensively taught at workshops offered by the Associated
Students of the University of
New Mexico Crafts Area.
The workshops, which also include batiks, copper enameling
and plaster masks, are taught by
"qualified people who've been
teaching for years," said
ASUNM Crafts Area coordinator
Dorothy Delgadillo.
Delgadillo said the workshops
are OJ'lCn to both students and the
general public, and the price is$1
for Crafts Area members and $2
for non,mcmbers.
All the workshops teach beginning techniques, so students who
aren't experts can "come in and
get involved,'' she said.
The "student-run" Crafts
Area, located in the Student Union Building basement, also

offers private lessons in wheel
th.rowJng and has a .photography
department, two kilns and jewelry-making facilities, Delgadillo
said.
Crafts Area membership, including use of all facilities and
basic instruction, is free to fulltime students, $5 to part-time students and $7,50 for the general
public. Membership must be renewed each semester,
Delgadillo said the Crafts Ao:a
will hold the Annual Ans and
Crafts Fair in the SUB Ballroom
Dec. I , 2 and 3, and students
interested .in the fair can sign up
in the Crafts Area.
The Crafts Area also has two
showcases in which students can
display and sell their work.
She said she and three workstudy students offer "plenty of
help for students" and said the
Crafts Area is a "fun place."
For information about workshops or the Crafts Area itself,
call 277-6544.

autumn

OS

If you're hitting the books hard and can't get out or If you're tired of having
the some old meals give us a call and hove something delicious delivered.
NEW HOURS open for take out and delivery 7 days a week 1O:OOam •

10:00pm.

2254

valid thru 9-17-83

For fast

~

and 9.f Rode Present

CONSTELLATION
THE LASERLIGHT
ROCK CONCERT

rnony-no -

...wlnter pastels. Fabrics or• textured •.

I

Lengths -

7 p.m.

'

All Members Please Attend
Public Also Invited

.

odds wormllt ...perms gently cult or If!.

'·( €} rJlfi[JrJfl.

Education 103

The meeting will cover board election
and constitution changes

VCI!ttd •. Splley short hair Is sof-

t•nect...untonlttd hall' is coillrOIIed ...color

GENERAL MEETING
SEPT.12

Featuring The Who, The Police,
Pink Floyd, The Rolling Stones,
Men Cit Work, and Many More.

unl·sex sunbelt formulos hoir & sl~ln

-------------------------Hair Style 51 0.00 I

Ask about
our Speed Reading
Program

I··Gettlng to Know
I1
You Sp"'Cial''
v
I

I

1.-.:lude• wosh cur and •'>'I• reg. 115.00
toi.Jpon gO?d 1hru Nov_ 15, 1Q6j

7804 Central SE • Det. Wyom. 6 Louisiana

255-0166

call 299·2666

ASUNM Popular Entctt.Jinmcnt Committee

INnd Is o "must.w Colon ON wann and Jtc:h:
blvwnl. groys.~.;llch~toMS

(505) 277-6565

Mall.

Buy any sandwich
get another half price!!

viewed by

ON

Homesfyle
Hamburgers
Hot Dogs
and
Chili Dogs

MR. MUNCHIE is better than ever'wlth a fantastic new menu including our
famous Philadelphia steak sandwiches and Hoagies and a whole array of
delicious overstuffed deli sandwiches.

Trend Report (f) f11fi[JrJfl,
Hair 6- Skin
a... n.ws: !h. opflons

Les Ballets de Jazz de Montreal will bring its energetic jazz dance to New Mexico for the first
time Sept.19 and 20 at 8:15p.m. as part of Popejoy Hall's Cultural series. The dance troupe .
Incorporates classical ballet with jazz dance, receiving standing ovations for their original
performan.ces all over the world.

262·1010

This Friday Night, Sept. 16 8:00 to 10:00

II

Woodward Hall Rm. 101

I

Tickets $3 for students, $5 for general public at the SUB Box Office

I

..~ .....................................................~................................................~......................
l.~J~~6J~~~~~~·~~~~~·~
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Lobos 'Buried' by Tennessee in Road Game
well," Dunn said. "They attac!(ed practice or anything,'' Dunn said.
our Achilles' heel."
"They ran three wide outs 011 6!5 out
Joe Lee Dunn is not <l person to
The Lobes' Achilles' heel has al- of 75 plays last week (against Pitt·
ways been the smallness of their sburgh), and they ran an even greaWllSte words.
''On some plays, they just buried team. UNM relies on its quickness ter percentage than that last year,''
The lopsided final score was
our defensive line. On some play~. and speed to make things happen
they just bLtricd our linebackers. On and force mistakes, but Tennessee greatly influenced by three mistakes
some plays, they just buried O\tr didn't make any mistakes.
by UNM's punting unit in the final
ends," Dunn said Sunday, Jess than
"I have to give them a lot of cre· half, and Tennessee capitialized on
24 hours after his University of New dit. They had an excellent game each one. The Vols, now 1·\, scored
Mexico football tcmn had been des- plan," Dunn said,
three times in the first I 0 minutes of
Dunn's defense was caught off the decisive third quarter, much to
troyed by Tennessee. "It was just a
guard by Tennessee's game plan, the pleasure of the 89,792 fans at
really rough day."
The Lobos were beaten in every which utilized two tight ends and a Neyland Stadium.
aspect of the game- offense, de- strong rushing offense.
UNM, who dropped to I· I on the
''How were we supposed to know season, trailed only 10-0 at halftime
fense and special teams. As the old
joke goes, it was a team effort, albeit they would come out and run two before Tennessee broke the game
a bad one. "We didn't play very tight ends'? We don't spy anthem in open. Punter Ron Keller was pressured by middle guard Johnny Wil·
Iiams and forced to run with the ball.
Keller was tackled for a 12-yard Joss
at the Tennessee 4-yard line.
Reggie White and fullbacj( Sam
Henderson scored two plays later to
boost the lead, 17-0.
New Mexico was held again on
the next series of downs, and Keller,
14th in the nation in punting before
the game, shanked a kick for 28
yards to the Tennessee 40. The
Volunteers converted three third·
down plays, including a 2-yard
plunge for a score,
Like a broken record, UNM repeated
itself. The Lobes were forced to
Presenter. Guy A. Watson, Director Learning Materials Lab and
punt on fourth down, but a Tennes·
Associate Professor, Educational Foundations
see holding penalty gave the Lobos
Location; Nanninga Conference Room, College of Education,
another chance. Again, the Lobes
EDAD Building an Ramo NE
could not get a first down, and mid·
Dates and Times Wednesday, September 14th, 7:00 Ia 9:00pm
Friday, September 16th, 4:00 to 6:00pm
die guard Johnny Williams blocked
By Eric Maddy

HIGH TECHNOLOGY
IN EDUCATION:

"Interactive Technology:
Definition, Uses, Pros, Cons,
and Selection Considerations"

Lobo·quarterback Buddy Funck
the punt and Mark Hogan recovered
was sacked two plays later and Joe
in the end ·Zone for a touchdown.
"It was the same individual on Bibbo's 37-yard field goal attempt
our sid!l (who missed the assign· never came off because of a bad
ment)," said Dunn after reviewing snap.
the game films. "We did the same
The Lobes did manage to stretch
thing against Utah and I guess they
their streak of scoring in consecutive
saw it.in the films.
games in the fioal quarter when
''We worked on it in practice dur· Todd Williamson drove UNM 78
ingthe week and I thought we had it yards in 11 plays, Williamson hit
corrected," Dunn added. "But we Derwin Williams with a 14-yard
made the same mistake again. We
won't make it any more, because pass to avert the shutout,
"I bet we missed 20 tackles, and
we've changed people on the punt
some of them came on that first drive
coverage team.''
A sign of things to come came in when we had a chance to stop
the first .quarter. New Mexico won them," Dunn said. "Yo\! can't
the toss but declined the option, giv· . afford to keep giving chances to a
ing Tennessee their choice. The team like Tennessee and win.
"That, plus poor field position
Volunteers took the ball and kept it
for a long while - 6: 17 to be exac.t. throughout the game, hurt us. Field
That's how long it .took the Volun· position in football is very impor·
leers to drive 81 yards and score tant."
EXTRA POINTS: The Lobes
what turned out to be the gamewere beaten not only on the
winning points.
The Volunteers converted on four scoreboard but on the field. Nosethird-down situations during the guard Fred Mady, selected as the
drive, including a third-and-16 play Western Athletic ConfereQce player
when Alan Cockrell teamed with of the week against Utah, was car·
Clyde Duncan on a 53-yard pass for ried off with a knee injury and had
a toucdown.
surgery Sunday. Mady will be lost
After Tennessee drove for a field for at least four weeks . . .
goal on their second drive, the Lobo
Starting tight end Joe Sells is also
defense stiffened for the first time. scheduled for surgery, on his sllOulUNM took over after a punt on their der, and will be lost indeown I0-yard line and kept the ball finitely . , .
It was even a bad night for the
for more than seven minutes without
scoring. UNM drove to the Volun· cheerleaders, as Vicki Clapton sufteer 13 but was caught holding on a fered a. sprained ankle on the side·
running play.
line.

Wednesday, September 21st, 7:00 to 9:00pm
Friday, September 23rd, 4:00 to 6:00pm

Please call the Learning Materials Laboratory secretary at
277-3004 two days in advance and let her know when you
will attend and how many people are coming.

Steelers, Cowboys, Giants Post Wins
By United Press International
Pittsburgh Coach Chuck Noll
realizes the best way to stop Green
13ay's prolific passing combination
of Lynn Dickey toJamesLofton is to
keep them off the field.
With a Steelers' defensive line
thinned by injuries, Franco Harris
led a grinding ball-cb11trol offense
with 118 yards rushing Sunday, and
Pittsburgh scored on three short runs
en route to a 25-21 triumph over the
explosive Packers.
The victory overshadowed three
touchdown passes from Dickey to
Lofton, including scoring bombs of
71 and 73 yards.
Harris and Frank Pollard, who
added 90 yards, sparked a ground
assault that gave Pittsburgh the win.
In other games:

\
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'
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Scon Carawa>'
• Ron Springs ran for two touch·
UNM soccer player Mario Picazo tries a scissor kick in Friday's downs and the Dallas defense intergame against New Mexico Military Institute. The Lobos defe· cepted four passes to lead the Cowboys to their second straight victory,
ated NMMI, 3-0,
a 23· lO decision in St. Louis.
• A 54-yard kickoff return by
Mike Dennis set up rookie Ali HajiSheikh's third field goql, a 30The University of New Mexico Military Institute on Friday, 3-0. yarder at 3:38 of overtime, that gave
soccer team won the New Mexico Robertson scored two goals for the Giants' Coach Bill Parcells his first
NFL triumph over Atlanta.
Intercollegiate Soccer Toumament Lobos and Jon Toman tallied one.
Sunday by defeating New Mexico
• John Riggins broke a 10-10 tie
The Lobes clobbered Eastern
Tech 2- I.
New Mexico on Saturday 13-0. with a 14-yard touchdown run early
Picazo overwhelmed the in the fourth quarter and Mark
The Lobos scored first when Alan
Greyhounds'
defense, scoring four Moseley kicked three field goals to
Robertson connected on a direct
goals.
Also
scoring
were Robertson lift the Redskins to a 23· 13 win at
kick, blowing the ball past Tech
with
three
goals
and
Yusef Hamdi Philadelphia.
goalie Brian Nest. UNM pulled
• Joe Ferguson fired a 14-yard
with
two.
Merit
Oliver,
Bruce
ahead 2-0 when Mario Picazo scored Boeke and Todd each had one
goal touchdown pass to Jerry Butler,
on an assist from Robey Todd.
Fred Stcinfort kicked a 28-yard field
for the Lobes,
Miguel Chia scored the lone Tech
UNM soccer Coach Craig Robert· goal and the Buffalo defense had a
goal. Chia was left unmarked by the son said the lobos played well at late goalline stand to lift the Bills
UNM dcfeose. scoring on a long times but arc still not drawing men over self-destructing Cincinnati.
• Brian Sipc set a club career recross with his head.
out of position as well as they
cord with four touchdown passes,
The Lobes beat New Mexico should.

Soccer Team Wins Tournament

then had to survive a nearly disastrous safety in Browns' 31-26
triumph over Detroit.
• At Chicago, Terry Schmidt
scored on a 32-yard interception return with 10:46 left to lift Chicago
past Tampa Bay 17-10.
• Rookie Curt Warner rushed for
128 yards and a pair of touchdowns
to help the Scahawks continue their
mastery over New York. Seattle's
17-10 win was the seventh consecu·
tive victory over the Jets.
• Denver also claimed a 17-10
win when Bmnco quarterback Steve
DeBerg, subbing once again for in·
effective star rookie John Elway, ran
two yards for the winning touch·

down with 29 seconds left to lead the
Broncos past Baltimore.
• Vince Fcrragamo connected
with rookie Otis Grant on a 57 -yard
pass to set up rookie Eric Dickerson's third touchdown of the game,
a 3-yard run witti I :22 left that lifted
the Rams past New Orleans 30-27.
• David Woodley threw two
touchdown passes, including a 64yard bomb to Durie! Harris, to lead
Miami. past New England 34-24.
• Marcus Allen rushed for 96
yards and Jim. Plunkett completed
19-of-28 passes for229 yards to help
the mistake-prone Raiders past
Houston 20·6.

Lobos Take Juarez Run
By Peter Spokus
The University of New Mexico
men's cross country team started off
the 1983 season Saturday by win·
ning the overall title at the Juarez
International.
The Lobos were paced by a third
place fmish by Ibrahim Kivina, who
ran the 10, 000 meter cou rsc in
30.34.
None of the I 0 Lobo runners
finished lower than 33rd in the race
that had more than 600 runners.
Greg Keith finished in eighth place,
followed by Mark Steward in ninth.
Phil Armijo and freshman Andy
Zimmer also finished in the top 20.
"For the little training we've
done, I was pleased with the per·
fommnce, It was a good way to kick
off the season," said UNM Coach
Del Hessel.

Runners from New Mexico State,
the Mexican lntemational team and
Texas-El Paso participated in the
meet, "UTEP didn't run four out of
their top five runners, so I don't con·
sider this as a win over UTEP,"
Hessel said.
The Lobes didn't run AilAmerican Ibrahim Hussein in the
meet, in order to give him rest for the
upcoming season. Hussein was on
the Kenyan world team tl1is summer
but did not compete because of an
injury. Hessel suid Hussein did continue training despite the injury and
may be ready to run next week.
Hessel said he is hoping to get a
better look at his team this weekend
when they travel to Colorado for the
Adams State Invitational, where
they will face New Mexico High·
lands and conference foes Colorado
State and Air Force.
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Duplicating
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Here's how it works :
Professors organize a selection of class
readings (check copyright laW for legal use
of material) and drop the master off at Kinko·s

~~~~~ Kinko's will -

IN TOWN

1!1

2312 central Ave. SE

·TYPEWRITER RENTALS AVAILABLE·
HOURS: MON·FRI 8·9/SAT 10·4
A LITTLE HARDER TO FIND
BUT WORTH IT.
LOCATED IN THE NORTH SUB BASEMEHT

For more information, caiJ Don Mullen at 255-9673
The UNM Chaparrals show their form: (top row, left to right} Jennifer Collins, Colleen Clear,
Terri Quintana, Kathy Donnellan, Debbie Bender. (bottom row} Loretta Gallegos, Brigitta
Tenorio, Capt. Alyssa Kudo, Gayleen McLaughlin. Not pictured is Co-Capt. Diana Chavez. The
ChapaiTals placed third in dance competition at the United Spirit Association Convention.

Lobos Defeat ASU in X-Country
By Earl Jones

SPONSORED BY
SUB RECREATION AND
BUDWEISER

$4.00 UNM STUDENTS
$6.00 GENERAL PUBLIC
DEADLINE
4:00P.M.
&~BALL
SEPT. 16
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SINGLE

TABLE TENNIS

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SINGLES
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• Distribute them to your Students at a
reduced rate
Our Professor Publishtllg Plan is ava•lable at no
cost to you or your department

Budweiser®
KING OF BEERS ..

Scott Caruw!iy
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CASH
PRIZES
1ST
2ND
3RD

• Duplicate it
• Assemble custom Notebooks
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The Women's cross country team
placed eight runners in the top I 3 to
win their opening meet against Ari·
zona State by a score of 24-32
Lynn Nelson o( Arizona State
crossed the finish line 29 seconds
ahead of the nearest challenger, but
was followed by a hungry pack of
Lobos out to avenge a I point loss
suffered to the Sundcvils two years
ago.
Lobo Coach Cindy Schmandt said
Linda and Lisa Mitchell, twin sisters
on the Lobo team, "came out and
ran an aggressive race against Lynn
Nelson at the start. It helped the team
stay together and cross the finish line
in a group."
The Lobo order included Kathy

f~m~i?~~~t!~~~r~~i!ffieof'
18:38, Lisa Mitchell, sixth-

Linda Mitchell, seventh.. i8:50,
!~:52, Cynthia Valdez, lOth-

19:20, Kelly Champagne, 12th 19:32, and Kristi Rapp, ·J3th19:52.
Schmandt said she was "very eX·
cited" about the performance of her
team and said she was especially
pleased with freshman Carole Royb·
a!, who put forth an ''outstanding''
effort.
Schamndt said Cynthia Valdez,
who placed I Oth, had been ill and
was lucky she went at all. Schmandt
said Valdez was supposed to run a
strategic race and "that's exactly
what she did."
''We still need a little polish,''
she added, "but I expect our com·
petitors to start standing up and taking notice of UNM.
Schmandt said the Lobos would
be trying to shave about a minute off
their times befott facing Btighwn
Young University in two weeks.
She said the high humidity and the
85 degree-temperature hindered the
runners and made it that much hat·
dcr to turn in a good time,

Student Volunteers
Needed By
Community Agencies
Albuquerque community and human service agencies
have openings for UNM student volunteers. If you are a
student and want to feel needed and valued while helping other people, we encourage you to consider becoming a volunteer this semester.

Why volunteer?
• for a chance to gain skills and
experience for a future career;
• to lake responsibility; .
.
. .
• to learn firsthand how commumty orgamzahons
and human service agencies work;
• to relieve the tensions of academic life;
• to make new friends and meet new people.
Volunteer placements are handl~d through the UN~ Student
Volunteer Bureau. The Bureau wtll give you Information about
!he various positions available in the agenyies, and help you
make the appropriate contact. If you are 1nt~reste~ contact
Alumni Office 277-5808 Suite 200, New Mex1co Unton Bldg.

RAY.MARSHALL
Leisure Services Player of' the Week
This week's Budweiser/IJNM Leisure Services Player of the Week is
Ray Marshall. Ray, who serves as Handicapped Issues Specialist for
UNM's Special Services Program, was chosen for being Most Valuable
Player at the 1983 World Series of Beep-Baseball (softball for the
btll)d).
At this year's World Series, Ray set a new world series record by
recording a total of 71 outs in 6 gah'\es and batting for an average of
.666. Recognized as a world class blind athlete, Ray says that if there
are any other disabled athletes interested In. any sport that they
should C()me by and see him or give him a call.
Once again our congratulations to Ray Marshall, this week's Bud·
welser/ONM Leisure Services Player of the Week.
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house. Utilities included, $175. Plus DD. 268·6617.9/12
l'OH RENT; ONE, two and three be<lroom homes
and apartments. $125 month and up. Call Don 262·
17~3. Alfvisor.
9/l;!
LOOKING }'OH ItOOMMATE to share f 0ur-lldrm
house. $135 n month plus utilities. Two miles from
campus. Call242·6437, ask for Kent.
9/12
THE CITADJ:L: SUPEHB location neat UNM and
downtown. aus service every 30 minutes, l bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320, All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreatlqn
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. l 520 University NE. 243·2494, tfn
IIF.NT THIS STYLISH $ISO home on V. acre, Pet
okay. 262·17Sl Advisor.
9/12
f'OH llliNT; Eflo'JCIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $2SO/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit, Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities, No
children or pets, Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392,
tfn

Services

Las N oticias
MEN AT WOIIK concert, day in Juare1. and
lnbniAFgie game. Sept. 23, 24 in La.~ Cruces. $8S.
Pricc mcludcq uir·con~ilioned chartered tran·
'Pnrtuunn, one night's 11ccommodation n11d one day
nf ,huppin~.t in Juarez. Limited space available. f-or
ln<Ht.' mforrnali!>n, cull Ri& River 256-1777 or Kl'MO
2621404.
9/16
·rut: liNM fii.M null Video Production Group
nerd• members who arc intereswd in doing small
prnjccts and gninin& experience. Call 665 I or leave 11
note at thc Su:delll A"ivities Center.
911.3
rNM Sl'l'RS Wll.l, meet on Tue~day, Sept. 13, at
7 111 p.m. in NM llnion Hot>m2JI,
9113
llltl'.Aii nu: FAST on campus. All you can eat
$\ <() Yum Kippur. September 17, 7;30. SlJII
llallrm>m. Re~NI'Jtion~ needed. 293·9648, 298·2250.
9/15
A!li ASlltONOMY ('J.IJII j, funning ~t liNM. If
V<>ll drc u \IUtlent or fn~uhy member interested in
1"1!1111~, wntu~l l om ';altrcr. 142 Hokona Zia, 277~~

~M

.,H'IlP'iT
OIIGANIZATION
REC'JIAR•
11-.IUN(; dmrtcnng
cJeadlme
~ Wednesday,
~q•rrmh~r 14. ( 'he'k with Sl\adcnt A~ti\ilic> <:enter,
Roun; Jlln. NM l'nmn. 277 4'06.
9'14
~li·,-AJ \fonK ~onwlar1 111~ <rw;c< Sept. 23.
~!'~'•'·'' d~;utcr~d rare~ Jw,, mr .:uml!lioned with
~rcat 11"-Cilcd •oNl' m•ludcd. $4~. hll na>rc in·
'"'m.Hulf!, Brg II an 2~ft· 1~7~ or I\H~1(i21>2·1404.
9 16

<·i tiF- \tlj::if~m J.:n:-on
.,,.,,;_~.~ ..

I lui.~

Ail7.;;rn~
lU .em•. J>cr "'ml per i•\IIC 1'1•r t TNM

d~;~!!!!:-~!-~~nd ~upanu-.Uh'll'~

lfn

Personals
9 12
Jl,\1'1'\ 30TU lllltlJII)A \'to OldTodLIS.
li~AIIf~'il l'f;Anl.. l\1\ heart mwfloM with k•~e
hk<• an eternal 'JliUlg of ll'Y· ll~ tn} nue anLI only
IMCICr I hllle\ llUilll},
9 '12
..;J\!'11('\', A \'EltY h(lf\JW. harpy brrthduy 10 you.
Mant>ftheSun.
9,•12
MAKt: ('ONTA<'T WITII that ~11('dal sonmmc or
1ucmh an.! hlhtlh. l'l.t~e a pc~onal mcsmge in the
da>'·lfletl\ tmlw Dcallhnc: I f1 m, the day before
m•.crti1tn. 131 Marwn llall,
tfn

Food/Fun
\'OrR I'A VOlUTE Ml'l'iCIIIE!i arc always at the
\h~cd llng • • fudge, nuc~. dried fruits an!l"munch"
mtuc• 22W Central !ili, across from lJNM. Now open
'ounda~~ ll•4.
. 9116
Arnn:s ~ IIARO RO<.'KIN' dance band now
ll\atlablc to rock l 'NM parttes. C:afl242·7l02 ot 26S·
2l60forcJetail~.
9112
"~·ooOIFl'N" IS n place for announcements of
reuaurnnl>, parries, food mles and stores, concerts,
~cc Announce your goodies and/or entertainment
today,
tfn

TUTORING - MATIIEMATICS, ST!.TIST~,
J<rcnch ~ by dcgrced, experienced teacher-tutor.
266·4247, Keep trying.
9/16
CS 155 niTOHING AVAIUBLt:, Call Eric 277·
2S77.
9/12.
TYPIN(;. WOHD .PROCESSING. Term papers,
theses, dissertations, editing. Resumes professiorm!ly
wrillcn. Reawnable rates, 88)·0313.
9/16
111M WOHD I'HOCf;SSING/editing service special
discounts to studenlsl Papers, theses, dissertations,
manuscripts. Call298·6006.
9/16
G~:r YOUit BODY and mind in shape in the new
Yoga Center. Just three blocks east of UNM on
Central. Offering classes In yogaeroblcs, Kunclnllni
yoga, Iyengar yoga, prenatal yoga, medhation, Tai
Chi und Middle Eastern dancing. 3213 Central NE,
255·2900. Call today to register for fall classes. 9/12
TYPIST, TF.HM PAPERS, resumes. 299-8970. 9/30
ONF; WOHLD PRODUCTIONS: Multi·track
recording and complete ~ inch video facility in the
northern mountains near Taos. Phone75S-3l 56.
9/30
TVI'IST ON CAMPUS. Sense or humor. Some
genius. 242·3093.
9/30
GUITMI U~SSONS. ALL styles, Twenty-two years
teaching. John Mltchell268·0496.
9/19
VICTORIA'S WORD SMITHY: Word processing,
typing. Call Vickie82HBI2,
9/16
Ql!AUTY TYPING. MONTGOMEHY-San Pedro
10/4
area, 90 cents/page, 881·6445,
MASSAGE TIU:R,AP\', HEST, relaxation. 822·
2728, Voice pager,
J0/3
GUITAH LESSONS. ALL styles. Exact solo
copying. Improvisation, reading and theory. You
design your own program. Marc's OuharCenter, 143
Harvarcl Sf:. 265·33lS.
lfn
QUICK, ACCUitATt~ TYPING/charrs/graphs in
my horne. Call The Other Office 884-6564.
9130
ACUL&X WORD PJIOCF.SSING: Theses, disser·
tatlon~. term papers, resumes, gr~phics. 831·3181.
12112
ACCUitATE INFOHMATION ABOUT con·
trnceptlon, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·01'11.
tfn
CONTA<:TS·I'OLISIIINC, SOI.UTIONS C'asey
Optical CQmpany on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
w~ GOT J)JS'f'IUllllTOHS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. tircenw ich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
tirnle1s. $54.~0 (regular $65.00), Pay l.m Opticians,
5019 Mcnaul N.E., across fromLallelles.
tfn
l'ltf:GNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247
11NJ9.
tfn

For Sale
WOHD PHOCESSOH, IBM. Uses floppy disc. Free
discs. Priced to sell $2300. Call88l·0313.
9/16
SKIS, HOSSIGNOL COBitA I70s. Marker bindings,
Ramy poles, Rieker boots size 9 medium. SilO. Rick
897·4454, 898·1839.
9/13
f'OH SALE; '82 Vespa 125 motor scooter. 85 mpg,
less than 3000 miles. $1 SOO. Call Pat 34S·3162 af·
ternoons.
9/16
IIIKJNG BACKPACK, WILDERNESS Experience
$70,277-4387.
9/15
RADIO SHACK MODEL I Level II. 48K, cassette,
lots of software. Plus Centronics 779 printer. Both
mint condition. $1000, Call277-5620, 292·5930. 9/14
Vf'.SPA 180 RALLY s<;ooter, rack and spare tire.
9/13
Clean, reliable, 3600 miles. $495, 299·6321,
COMPUTEH STUDENTS: TIRED of fighting the
crowds at the Computer Center? Get ypur terminals,
modems and micros at 11 discount. Call Thomas
Langford Information Systems at842·9438.
9/JS
1973 YAMAHA 175 Street Legal Enduro. Low
mileage, reliable. $295. 299·6321.
9/13
FOR SALE: 1978 Honda motorcycle S$4. Four·
cylinder, two helmets (60 mpg). BS.price $1200. Sale
pricc$887. Call299.9347.
9/13
MOVING, MUSTSEI.L 1975 HondaCVCC.Asking
$1450. 265·1641.
9/19
1978 HONDA MOPED Includes baskets, helmet nncl
oil. $275. Call292·5433 after 6:30p.m.
9/12

able to sell. Gas allowance, Call Monday or Tuesday
noon toS, 26a·7519.
9/13
WORK-STUDY POSITION now open in the Office
of Research, Duties invqlve supporting research,
proposal development and administration. Skills in
filing and adding machine particularly appropriate.
For more information, call Douglas Gordon 277·
2256.
9/16
l'ItANSCHIPTION/CLEHK, UNM Special Services
Is seeking an enthusiastic worker with good typing
skills (6S·BO wpm) and clerical experiem;e. 20 hrs/Wk
at $3,80 plus/hr. Please apply at 2013 Mesa Vista
Hall. 277·3506. Work-study preferred.
9/16
INTEitESTED IN THE law? Helping people? Work·
study positi11n available- coordinator of lan·
dlord/tenant iiJlsistance program. Call New Mexicll
PIRG, Room24E SUI!, 277·2757.
9116
PART·TIME SECRETARY needed to assist ln law
office Tuesday and Thursday, possibly more, Typing
and shorthanQ or diclaphone necessary. Good pay.
Contact Bob Avila at 247·43.21.
9/JS
CASHIER, WILL THAIN, negotiable hrs. Call262·
1753 Advisor.
·
9/12
LABOR JOBS ~ VAILABLE. Excellent salary, start
pow. 262-17S2Acl,visor.
9/12
WANTED: BABYSITTER WITH car 11:30 a,m, to
4:30p.m. Monday through Friday, 255·8328.
9/14
STUDF;NT J ODS AV!.IUBLE. All shifts, most will
train. Call262-l751 Advisor.
9/12
PART·TIME COPY editor needed. Call Wren a! the
Daily Lobo, 277·5656 l·S p.m. 138 Marron Hall.
9/12
WORK·STUDY POSITIONS now open in the crafts
areal Experienced In ceramics and preferably black
and white photography, For more Information, call
Dorothy Delgadlilo at 277-6544.
9/14
OELIVEHY DRIVER NEEDED. Apply now, 262·
1753 Advisor.
9/12
KOB IS NOW considering internships in our P.M.
Magazine for this semester. Contact: Robert
Mclnteer,143·4411 extenston471. EOE. M/F, 9/12
OFFICE IIELP NEEDED, Flexible hours, will train.
262·17S1 Advisor.
9/12
PAitT·TIME JOII afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
liatunlay nights. Apply in person, no phon~ calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store at 5516 Menaul NE and
5704 Lon1as NE.
9116

Employment
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BA·55 11·5219
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COMPACT COMPUTER 40

I

Big discounts on software and accessorleatoo.

I 2 Slices of Cheese Pizza
t& A Large Soft Drink

I
1

1.901

L - - .!:'~'!!~~a~'!.-----1

Let your family know
what's happening on campus
without writing a letter.

ptay. Pen~t~eralmtertace connectiCn

HEWLETT·PACKARD

LCD PROBLEM SOLVERS
HP·10C Scientific ...••••••.....••••.• $54
HP·11C Scientific ..•••....••....••••.. 70
HP·15C Scientific . . . • • . . . . . . • . . •. . • . . . 90
HP·12C Financial ..................... 90
HP-160 Programmer .................. 90
HP·97 Desktop Scientific •.... , •.•.•.• 560
I

I

I

•

Only 10.00
Per Year

I

fiP•41C
HP•41CV

I

••

I

Iii

I

•

$145

Optica!Wand
card Reade/

200
. '95
145

Printer (82143AJ
Quad RAM, (lor HP41C)

283
60

liP· II ACOS50111S
Ext Mem:wy M~le
Ext funcllOO MollJie

Daily Lobo
Subscriptions

60
60
60

Time Module ,
HP·IL Loop Module

. 95

Digital CasseUe Drtve
Printer/PiolleriHP·fll

335
335

WHILE LIMITED QUANTITIES LAST
1H

Jr 1J TJlr ~ 10P<)IP~ ~r

L ~ , ~'"' 1 1r
HP II ' ~Ciill[
HP l "f F ldnCidl

•

PI;,

i? 10

HtJ

00
32 50
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SAVl 15'\0 Off liST ON
PC•i2t1MINHOMI'UTII
BASIC1anguage.1424 step program capac·

•ly with 26 memones, and 24 digit display
DIIGINAt •~r Plitlll!O ELEK· TEK $40.
TOll FREE ORDER LINE
·
800·621·1269
EXCEPT Illinois. Aiosko. Howooi

KEEP TillS AD FOR FUfURE REFERENCE
IT WilL NOT BE REPEATED

Marron Hall Rm. 131
or send 10.00 to:
UNM Box 20, Univ. of N.M.
Albuquerque,~.M. 81131

AHE YOU A college graduate in need of a new car or
truck? Exciting news: Galles Chevrolet (1601 Lomas
NE, 766·6800) will finance a new vehicle with a
minimum down payment. No credit necessary, See
Joe Pareaat Galles Chevrolet.
9/12
HAVE YOU HEAHD about Smitty's?.
9/13
.PICTUHE FRAMING, PltV mounting, glass, mats
and more. Student discoQnt. Frame Craft, 4521
Central NE, 256-0779.
9/19
CUSSIFIEDS GET ItESULTS, Place your ad
today. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

!~:-::·_: ··;\
I} " ·;

Bright Future Futon Comp<my
, a cottage Industry·
2424 Garfield Avenue SE
;.;,-, "','·:.;: • Alouquerque, NM 87106
(50Sl 268·9738
•.. ;..:.,:,;-~ •

Y., ::"\

.,

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Call 277-5265 for information
and an appointment.

!:!:.::=::~

34K bytes of ROM, 6Kbytesol RAM Coostant Memory Fe<J·
ture. Convenient pfug·IO applocaltons software; Enhanced
BASIC programmmg language; Easy·IO'Use typewrlliNt;'le
(QWERTY) ~eyboard, BalteJY·powered. 31 character lCOdls·

S of Cerolf&I

Miscellaneous

,·~ .- .....:~~~~'f;;.~~s~.i
~
~~T"'I:f!1~~$189

.---------------,
~~ Ha;!;,d I
Clty 1~

I{F.WARD FOH THE murn of family heirloom.
Jewelry missing since Sept. I, 1983 frorn Alpha Chi
Omega sorority. No questions asked. Caii247·4S3l.
9/15
LOST: BHOWN WALLET Sept. 7. Call VIckie 277·
4962 Monday.
9/12
CLAIM YOUH LOST possessions at Campus Polic~
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

PROGRAM

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS~
BA·II
BA·35
TI·35•SP

Lost&Found

The UNM School of Law Clinical Law
Program offers legal services for students and staff. The services are furnished by qualified law students under
faculty supervision. Availability is limited to those whose assets and income do not exceed established
guidelines.
$3.00 registration fee.

SAVE AT ELEK-TEK

STllDIO. Al.L UTILlTIJ::S, full kitchen, pool, near
l!NM, ~hopping, unnsportntioo, ~ccurity. Sl!iO. Call
281·2169aftcr7.
9/15
STUJ~Jo;NT IIOMf~'i f'Oit tent. All have appliances.
Very affordable. 262·1752 Ad~·isor.
!Ul2
~:t'f'JCIENCY AI'T, ONE block from campus.
Sl9Stmo. iocluding utilities. ISIS Copper NE. 243·
4741 evenings.
9/14
FOit RF:!IiT: TWO bdrm, modern kitchen, !111s all.
$190 month. 262·1753 Adl'lsor.
9112
HOME f'OR RENT. Huge ll1ree bedroom, IWil bath
neil! nil. S300's. Call Don262·17.SI.Advisor.
9/12
MA'nJH•: CIIUISTIAN Ft:l\tAJ,f:: Share two-bdrm
!1ouse near campus with female medical student.
$175imonth, 1:% utilities. 268·7199.
9/12
!\tAU;, NONSMOKER GRAD student to share niee-

ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride needs
In the Daily Lobo.
tfn

CLINICAL LAW

OUTGOING STUDENTS: EAttN $l01hr in sales,
Local eompnny seeks outside $alcspeople. Must be

Housing

Travel

A«tllonlliil<"n~lloo Mauouild oi Yilo br mail or ph..,, lloil Co.l>i1r's
O.<k. ilonot D>i, Pill Choti (i wiu"II,J, SoiJY iMi tO.D.l All 14,00 hi
~'"' II .00 11. odi'l shp~ & honll !hjn, ~ ll all roll oil ilt IIi. lf<ll
w\f, lo<h'"l'- WI lit (•• tilfr)lor l111totol,. 30·ilr ,.,.,. pili<y
lot 4oftdi., io~t..ollllsuofr. All
nK MUCHlNDISl IS llANO
MIW. I Sf QUAliTY AND <OMPIITt.·

lli•·

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Grarls
5 FoldS
9 Flavorsome
14 Standard
15 Moldmg
16 Mrdwest city
17 Astensk
18 Bull 2 words
20 Pmeapple
21 Poetic contractton
22 Unruffled
23 Tracks
25 Memoranda
27 Mtlers· goal
29 Tchrs:org.
30 Aue or sage
34 -Erwm
36 Church area
38- Semple
McPherson
39 Tree:
3 words
42 Too heavy
43 Treasure
44 Tennrs unit
45 Moral
46 Werght
47 PerceiVeS"
49San ~
51 Trend
54 Headband

58 Hooray
60 "-The
Rainbow"
61 Burn up
63 Hair: Prefix
64 Chore
65 Abad: Ulf.
66 Thames town
67 Legions
68 Music group
69 "Auld lang
DOWN
1 Points
2 Whilst
3 Music
mechanic:
2 words
4 Layers
5 Attic
6 Once more
7 Outcast:
3 words
8 Noah's son
9 Accents
10 Within
11 Muttonfish
1~- is: i.e.
13 Ivy League
school
19 Cruising
24 Digger
26- firma

TUESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

I R I S
S E 0 T

28 High priest
30 Body part
31 Heat radiatlon rate
32 French-Can.
name
33 Vegetable
34 A-S poet
35 Not allowed
37 Western fake
38 Extra
40 "The Death
of-"
41 Physics unit

S E N S

46 Cadence
48 Metaphors
49 Depresses
50 Of a cereal
52 Criminal
53 Threefold
54 Plate
55"- every
life•.. "
56 Galatea's
beloved
57 Effort
59 Drove
62 Meat cut

